Energy Focus Releases New Line of LED Lighting Fixtures at LIGHTFAIR International 2018
May 9, 2018
SOLON, Ohio, May 09, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Energy Focus, Inc. (NASDAQ: EFOI) a leader in energy-efficient LED lighting technologies, is
launching a new fixture line in advance of LIGHTFAIR International 2018. This new product offering provides customers with an elegant and
convenient fixture solution, compatible with Energy Focus tubular LED lamps, for both retrofit and new construction projects.
The new fixture line features a rugged and aesthetically pleasing design optimized for Energy Focus’ direct-wire T8 LED lamps. In contrast to
competing chip-on-board (COB) LED fixtures, tube-based fixtures offer a flexible, “future-proof” lighting solution because tubes can be upgraded or
replaced as LED technology improves or use conditions change. The ability to offer fixtures as well as lamps provides customers with convenient,
all-inclusive lighting solutions for their retrofit and new construction projects. This portfolio extension continues Energy Focus’ commitment to high
quality, long-lasting and sustainable LED lighting solutions for commercial and industrial applications.
The new Energy Focus EFL Troffer facilitates solid, reliable, installation and is available in 2’ x 2’ and 2’ x 4’ configurations. The new High Bay Housing
fixtures are designed for easy installation in hard to reach areas. Fitted with long-life Energy Focus lamps, the new fixture line will dramatically reduce
maintenance in hard to reach areas.
“The addition of fixtures to our product portfolio is a natural evolution that enables us to increase the value we offer to our customers.” said Dr. Ted
Tewksbury, Energy Focus Chairman of the Board, Chief Executive Officer, and President. “Our elegant new fixtures combined with our industryleading LED tubes enable our commercial and industrial customers to fill their spaces with beautiful, flicker-free, long-lasting, energy-efficient LED
light. In addition, our fixtures provide a platform for our next generation of connected lighting solutions.”
Energy Focus is unveiling these new fixtures at LIGHTFAIR International 2018 in Chicago, IL, May 8-10. LIGHTFAIR International is the world’s largest
architectural and commercial lighting exhibit and tradeshow. Visit us at Booth 3658 to see the latest product offerings from Energy Focus.
About Energy Focus
Energy Focus is an industry-leading innovator of energy-efficient LED lighting technologies and fixtures. As the creator of the first UL-verified
flicker-free LED products on the U.S. market, Energy Focus products provide extensive energy and maintenance savings, and aesthetics, safety,
health and sustainability benefits over conventional lighting. Our customers include U.S. and foreign navies, U.S. federal, state and local governments,
healthcare and educational institutions, as well as Fortune 500 companies. Energy Focus is headquartered in Solon, Ohio.
For more information, visit our website at www.energyfocus.com.
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